Usability Benchmarking Tool [UBT] - External

Wh at is Usability?

Usability is defined by ISO 9241 as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.

Prior to H2 2019, the way we benchmarked usability was costly, slow and made it impossible for us to run in synergy
with on-platform experiments. Previously, our primary mechanism for usability measurement was collecting task
completion benchmarks via quarterly vendor research.
Therefore, we introduced Usability Benchmarking Tool (UBT) to make the benchmarking process cheaper, faster and
enable us to measure speciﬁc experiments.

The Usability Benchmarking Tool (UBT)
UBT is an unmoderated usability testing tool on the Facebook App, which enables us to measure a person’s ability to
complete a given task with varying degrees of eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency and satisfaction.

Why did we need to address the design of UBT?
UBT was already shipped in two versions.

UBT v1 Design

UBT v2 Design
But there were still issues that weren’t yet solved for. Therefore, we compiled most of the problems we found in
research sessions in early H1 2020, and then analyzed these issues and derived corresponding product opportunities
for each stage in the following user journey map. This helped to drive decisions when creating the UBT V3 designs.

Following are the four main improvements we made in our V3 design according to the opportunities mentioned
above:
The tool was only available on iOS: We are exhausting our current survey pool, limiting data collection to a few
markets, and blocking team operations and learning. Not having Android support also puts important
partnerships at risk with UI Quality council and other product teams.
The tool was only available in English: We are exhausting our current survey pool, limiting data collection to a
few markets, and blocking team operations and learning. Not having Translations support also puts important
partnerships at risk with UI Quality council and other product teams.
People were had hesitancies about completing a task, leading to higher cancel rates: Previous UBT designs limit
data collection to simple, low social consequence tasks. This plateaus the team learning and puts important
partnerships at risk with UI Quality council and other product teams.

Make UBT more usable: Similarly to moderated usability testing, we need to ensure users feel satisfaction
regardless of their ability to complete a task successfully. Since usability benchmarking is a new concept for many
users, UBT’s purpose needs to be more clearly understood in order to gather proper consent. With increased
understanding and intention, we can decrease the number of task bails that are a result of general confusion
about the tool/experience.

Version 3 of UBT
SHIP ANDROID SUPPORT
Building UBT on Android will increase our survey pool eligibility by 5X. This addresses parter team and core team needs
to understand usability on Android. We will also need to enable targeting multiple platforms (both iOS and Android) in
the same task run.

ENABLE TRANSLATIONS
Implementing translation and targeting by language will increase our survey pool eligibility by 2X. This addresses parter
team and core team needs to understand usability in non-English markets.

MITIGATE FOR SOCIAL CONSEQUENCE (SC)
A task with Social Consequence can be deﬁned concern for activities that might have social repercussions. For
example, “Comment on Someone’s Post” in Newsfeed is one of the high social consequence UBT activities. Users may
leave the activity because they don’t want to comment on their friend’s post, due to their own privacy concerns or
simply not wanting to do a task that can be seen by others just because FB asks them to do so. We did research and
design iterations to mitigate for social consequences. New UBT designs and content strategy will prevent users from
leaving high social consequence tasks to some extent and meet needs of our partner teams to measure tasks with high
social consequences.
In our design, we make use of success maker to mitigate for SC. Previously we’ve already set at least one success marker
in each UBT activity in order to enable our system to automatically detect if a user has completed the activity
successfully. Take “Comment on Someone’s Post” as an example. The success marker of this activity is triggered once
users click on the comment glyph as follows. So they don’t need to actually publish the comment to complete the
activity. Therefore, we decided to mitigate for SC by giving users option to not publish the comment after they reach
the success marker.

MAKE UBT MORE USABLE
Our research and design iterations also made UBT better meet users’ expectation, thus improved the usability. This
helps to:
Increase the number of people who complete the UBT ﬂow in its entirety.
The data quality is improved because the user experience is less of an obstacle for completing the task.

What need to be address to make UBT more usable:
Most research participants didn’t have the right mental model of UBT. They misunderstood UBT as a tutorial or
advertisement of Facebook’s new features.
Many participants also compliant that they didn’t expect there’s a followup survey after they complete the UBT
activity.
When our participant tried to mark the activity as done, the activity instruction on the bottom sheet also
confused her because it was asking her to do what she has already done.

Next Steps
COLLABORATE WITH VIEWPOINTS ON REWARDS SYSTEM
We found that oﬀering rewards might help to reduce the bail rate of UBT in our research session in late H1, 2020. And
Viewpoints is the expert of task rewards for Facebook platforms. We plan to build the reward system in h1, 2021 if we
succeed in ﬁguring out the way to collaborate in this half. UBT | Viewpoints Meeting Summary

